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The New York Times bestselling examination of the worldwide movement for social and

environmental change  Paul Hawken has spent more than a decade researching organizations

dedicated to restoring the environment and fostering social justice. From billion-dollar nonprofits to

single-person dot.causes, these groups collectively comprise the largest movement on earth, a

movement that has no name, leader, or location and that has gone largely ignored by politicians and

the media.  Blessed Unrest explores the diversity of the movement, its brilliant ideas, innovative

strategies, and centuries of hidden history. A culmination of Hawken's many years of leadership in

the environmental and social justice fields, it will inspire all who despair of the world's fate, and its

conclusions will surprise even those within the movement itself.
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HawkinOur immune systems, and only our immune system, prevent us from becoming everyone

else all at once. We are who we are only because we defend ourselves every moment of every day.



And who we are is everything. We are pieces of others. Portraits painted somewhere between our

brains and thymuses. We are the dirt we've eaten and the songs we've sung. We are the light of the

stars and darkness old beyond imagining. We are at once spontaneous fire and sacred water. We

are faith and forgiveness. We are our own deaths and we are the eternal thoughts of others.Gerald

CallahanI love this quote. It speaks strongly of both individuality and connectedness. In his book

Blessed Unrest, Hawken describes a correlation between the immune system and the current state

of affairs on an economic, social and ecological level. I think, however, that Hawken neglects an

important point in his analogy.The range of what we think and doIs limited by what we fail to

notice,And because we fail to noticeThat we fail to noticeThere is little we can toTo changeUntil we

noticeHow failing to notice shapes our thoughts and deeds.R. D. LaingNamely, that he has failed to

notice that the achievement of individuality was a hard won human accomplishment. As a species,

we needed to separate from the whole and develop our own individualities in order to "serve" the

whole with our gifts. Hawken mentions that the very word, `immunity' is derived from the Latin

meaning ready to serve. Until recently humans were not separated enough to be able to serve. We

were group and tribe identified. It has been a painful and hard earned process originating in the

Axial Age he describes later. Now that we are able to identify self from other, similar to the function

of the immune system, when we offer our contribution back in freedom, we will indeed be

contribution to the whole; which is the point. We, as individuals will be able to contribute to

change.The immune system function, not only distinguishes self from other, but in the very act of

separation creates connection and relationship. This is the very gesture that will heal the unrest that

currently is plaguing our planet. Accompanying the decision making ability of the immune system,

there are also the features of separation and redirection, inflation and depletion, and memory.In

separation and redirection, the immune system mediates between the in-coming `foreign' substance

we consume; everything from our food to our daily diet of media. This gesture also holds true on the

macroscopic level; whether that is a new person being incorporated into our organization or a new

genetically modified organism being introduced into the ecosystem. The immune system stands at

the crossroads of this transformative process. One of the things that can help to harmonize and

regulate this process is a common agreement on the outcome or goal. In a true picture of the

immune system, there is co-existence between the two extremes of the parts and the whole.Like the

immune system, we can become overwhelmed by the shear amount of information we consume.

We can become bloated and irritated and as a result overwhelmed. Similar to mononucleosis, we

become tired and depleted. We can find ourselves crawling from healing crisis to healing crisis.

Instead of reinventing the wheel for each, an important, health giving solution is to call upon the



experience and memory of similar predicaments. The immune system holds the immunologic history

of disease in its T-cells, and in the same way we as individuals and unities need to hold institutional

memory to guide our current and future encounters.Finser, T. Organizational Integrity. Great

Barrington, MA. SteinerBooksHawkin, P. (2008). Blessed Unrest: How the Largest Social Movement

in History IsRestoring Grace, Justice, and Beauty to the World. Penguin.

Though written in '07, this is so relevant today . This is truly information that all Americans should

know. They think they know it, but they don' t, such as so many shameful elements of our history.

But there is hope, mostly in the form of tens of thousands of mostly unknown groups all engaged in

making our world better-- more just, more sustainable. Unlike the great Derrick Jensen, Mr. Hawken

is hopeful, and with good reason. If you want to know what,' s goin' on, read this book.

I love this book. The book weaves nicely in and out of short stories of great moments in our history

that have lead us to where are today with Civil Disobedience.

The last chapter was fantastic!

Lump all the volunteer non-profits together and it's a huge sector. With some promoting

globalization, but reflecting on Hawken's claim that diversity is better. Keep it local. All the tribes

created language, food, customs to meet their local needs. We need to keep the diversity.

Interesting contrast to Elizabeth Nickson's Eco-fascists

The news is filled with stories which engender fear. This book is filled with stories which

demonstrate there is so much going on which fills one with hope and peace.

This book is a difficult read but, it arrive just as described in the description.

In this very important book, Paul Hawken shines a reassuring spotlight on the massive, swelling

force for good that he calls `The Movement with no Name'. Covering virtually every corner of the

world, it includes huge numbers of caring people who count themselves as activist members of no

less than a million groups focused on three great concerns: environmental protection, social justice,

and the rights of indigenous peoples. In fact, those who toil in the trenches for these three broadly

defined causes are all part of a greater whole that, while nameless, has become the biggest, most



powerful force for positive change the world has ever known. I have learned a great deal from

reading Paul Hawken's books over the years. Blessed Unrest may be his most affecting work yet...a

must read.
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